Abstract. This paper presents one method of using time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity as a measure of the complexity of sets, and outlines a n umber of applications of this approach to di erent questions in complexity theory. Connections will be drawn among the following topics: NE predicates, ranking functions, pseudorandom generators, and hierarchy theorems in circuit complexity.
I n troduction
Complexity theory provides a setting in which one can associate to any recursive set L a function t L on the natural numbers, and with justi cation claim that t L is a measure of the complexity o f L; namely L can be accepted by exactly those machines that run in time t L n. In this paper, we will consider a means of using time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity to de ne a function K L , that measures a di erent aspect of the complexity o f L. W e will argue that this is a useful measure by presenting a number of applications of this measure to questions in complexity theory.
Complexity of Strings
Before going any further, it is necessary to de ne the sort of time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity that we will be considering. Many alternate approaches exist for adding a time-complexity component to Kolmogorov complexity. Sipser Sip83 and Ko Ko86 proposed essentially identical de nitions, allowing one to de ne, for each function f, a fn time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity measure K f , where K f x is the length of the shortest description of x from which x can be produced in fjxj steps. A related and much more in uential de nition due to Hartmanis Har83 yields sets of the form K gn; G n , consisting of all strings x that can be produced from a description of length gjxj in time Gjxj. Pointers to other approaches to time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity m a y b e found in All89a, L V90 . The variants of time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity mentioned in the preceding paragraph all su er from certain drawbacks. For example, the de nitions of Ko and Sipser provide a family of measures K f but o er no guidance in selecting any one function f as the prefered choice when de ning the time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of a string x. Additionally, for any given fn n, the measure K f assigns the same complexity to a string x, regardless of whether it can be built from a short description in linear time or requires time fjxj, and thus some important distinctions can not be made. The de nition of Hartmanis does allow many ne distinctions to be made, but does not provide a function measuring the complexity of a string x; the time and length parameters are not combined in any w ay.
Thus we turn to another version of time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity: a de nition due to Levin Lev84 see also Lev73 . De nition1. Lev84 For any strings x and z, and for any T uring machine M v , de ne Kt v xjz t o b e minfjyj + log t : M v y;z = x in at most t stepsg. Kt v x is de ned to be Kt v xj, where denotes the empty string. Via a standard argument, one can show the existence of a universal" Turing machine 2 M u such that, for all v there exists a c such that for all x Kt v x Kt u x + c+ log logKt v x. Choose some such universal Turing machine, and de ne Ktxjz to be Kt u xjz, and Ktx = K t u x.
It is clear that Levin's de nition overcomes the objections raised above. However, it may be less clear that Levin's de nition is the appropriate de nition or even a reasonable one.
What is the motivation for de ning the complexity o f x to be the minimum of the sum of the description length and the log of the time required to build x from that description? The answer to this question is that this is precisely the combination of time and description length that is most useful in the study of problems such as the P versus NP question. Consider the problem of nding a satisfying assignment for a formula with n variables. When searching through all the 2 n possible assignments to the variables of , what is the optimal search strategy that will lead to a satisfying assignment as quickly as any? The answer, as noted by Levin Lev73 is to consider each string z 2 n in order of increasing Ktzj . Levin also used this approach to provide bounds on speed-up" in the sense of Blum's speed-up theorem Blu67 possible for the problem of inverting a polynomial-time computable permutation.
Levin's Kt function is clearly closely related to the generalized Kolmogorov complexity sets de ned by Hartmanis: Proposition2 .Ktx sjxj x 2 K sn; 2 sn Ktx 2sjxj.
As mentioned above, Hartmanis' formulation has the advantage that one is able to discuss separately the size of a string's description and the time required to build the string; thus some ner distinctions can be made. However, one of our goals in this section is to de ne a measure of the complexity of a language, and for this purpose Levin's Kt function combines the time and size components in the most appropriate fashion.
Complexity of Languages
Now that we h a ve settled on a measure of the time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of strings, let us consider how to de ne a complexity measure for languages.
Perhaps the most obvious way to use Kolmogorov complexity to measure the complexity of a language L is to consider the characteristic sequence of L: the sequence a 1 ; a 2 ; : : :where a i is zero or one, according to whether or not x i 2 L, where x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : is an enumeration of . I n vestigations of this sort may be found in Ko86, Huy85, Huy86, BDG87, MS90, Lut91 . For example, in BDG87 , it was shown that PSPACE poly is the class of all languages L such that each nite pre x of the characteristic sequence of L has small space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity.
It is often useful, however, to consider the complexity of the individual strings in a language L, as opposed to the characteristic sequence of L. This leads us to the following de nitions All89a .
De nition3. Let L f 0; 1g . Then we de ne:
If there are no strings of length n in L, then K L n and K L n are both unde ned. When we consider the rate of growth of functions of the form K L n, the unde ned values are not taken into consideration. Thus, for example, we s a y K L n = Olog n if there is some constant c such that, for all large n, i f K L n is de ned, then K L n c log n. Similarly, K L n 6 = !sn if there is some constant c such that, for in nitely many n, K L n is de ned and K L n csn.
If, for some language L, the function K L has a slow rate of growth, then this says that all of the strings in L have small time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity. In particular, K L n = Olog n if and only if L K k logn; n k for some k.
Sets with this property h a ve been studied extensively in recent y ears; the interested reader will nd material concerning these sets, along with pointers to the relevant literature, in the survey article by R. V. Book Boo92 . Because of this, we will not dwell on the K L measure, and will focus instead on the K L measure throughout the rest of this paper.
It is immediate from the de nition that for any language L, K L n n + log n + O1, and K L n = log n. The question of how quickly K L n m a y grow, when L is a set in P, turns out to have many connections to a variety o f questions in complexity theory, and the rest of this paper is devoted to exploring some of those connections, beginning with questions concerning deterministic and nondeterministic exponential time.
NE Predicates
Let the complexity classes DTIME2 On and NTIME2 On be denoted by E and NE, respectively. These are simply the exponential-time analogs of P and NP, and the E=NE question is generally considered to be of essentially the same level of di culty as the famous P=NP question.
Of course, much of the motivation for the complexity class NP comes from so-called search" problems: for example, the problem of searching for a Hamiltonian path in a graph G, or the problem of producing a satisfying assignment for a Boolean formula if one exists. In contrast to search problems, language recognition problems in NP are questions about the existence of solutions. E.g., 2 SAT i a satisfying assignment for exists. In practical applications, it is of little use to know merely that a Hamiltonian path of a given weight exists in a graph it is much more important t o h a ve the path itself. The P=NP question itself is usually phrased in terms of language recognition instead of search problems, but it is a well-known fact that P=NP if and only if all of the related search problems are solvable in polynomial time.
An analogous notion of search problem" may be de ned for NE:
De nition4. An NE-predicate is a relation R de ned by an exponential-time nondeterministic Turing machine M; Rx; y is true i y encodes an accepting computation of M on input x. R is solvable in time T if there is a deterministic Turing machine running in time T that, on input x, nds a string y such that Rx; y holds, if any such y exists. Stated another way, R is solvable if there is a routine that, for all x, can nd a witness for x if a witness exists. Conversely, R is not solvable in time t if each routine running in time t fails to nd witnesses for in nitely many x that have witnesses. Note however that non-solvability o f R says nothing about the frequency with which hard" inputs are encountered. Note that the strongest statement about non-solvability of an NE predicate that one could make w ould be to say that all large inputs are hard" in this sense. This leads to the following de nition, which generalizes the classical notion of immunity.
De nition5. An NE predicate R is immune with respect to time tn if 1 the set fx : 9y R x; yg is in nite, and 2 for all f computable in time tn, the set fx : Rx; fxg is nite.
The connections between NE predicates and Kolmogorov complexity w ere rst drawn in AW90 ; the following theorem is a slight generalization of the results presented there. In short, it says that there are hard NE predicates if and only if there are sets L in P such that K L n grows quickly.
Theorem 6. a Every NE predicate is solvable in time t2 On i for every set L in P, K L n = Olog tn O1 b No NE predicate is immune with respect to time t2 On i for every set L in P, K L n 6 = !log tn O1
Proof. We will sketch a proof of the rst equivalence; the second equivalence is proved in a very similar manner. For the forward direction, assume that NE predicates can be solved in the stated time bound, and let L be a set in P.
Let R be the relation given by Rm; x , x 2 L =m . Here, we assume the standard binary representation of numbers, and identify a number with its binary representation. Then R is an NE predicate and there is a function f computable in time t2 cn that solves R, for some constant c. Let s be a description of a machine computing f. N o w note that if L =m is nonempty, then fm 2 L =m , and Ktfm j sj + jmj + logt2 cjmj = O1 + logjfmj + logtjfmj O1 , which establishes the forward direction.
For the converse, assume the given bounds on the rate of growth K L for sets L in P, and let R be any NE predicate de ned by a machine M running in time 2 cn . Let L be the set of all strings z of length m c for some m such that there is some An essentially identical proof shows that if there is an NE predicate that cannot be solved in time 2 2 n,1 , then there is a set L in P with K L n n=5.
We t h us see that the most common conjectures concerning the di culty of sets in NE have as a consequence that there are some sets L in P with rather high Kolmogorov complexity, as measured by the function K L .
From Theorem 6, we see that the question of whether or not a set L in P can have nontrivial growth rate is very closely related to the E=NE question. It is natural to ask if it is in fact equivalent to E=NE. Note that if every NE predicate is solvable in exponential time, then E=NE is a trivial consequence; does the converse hold?
This question was explicitly raised in AW90 as a result of an investigation using Kolmogorov complexity as a tool for answering certain questions concerning classes of sets equivalent to tally sets See Boo92 for a discussion. The question was essentially answered by Impagliazzo and Tardos IT89 ; they present an oracle relative to which E=NE but there are NE predicates that cannot be solved in exponential time. Thus the equivalence of the language recognition and witness-nding problems as it relates to the P versus NP problem does not generalize to larger time bounds.
Related Notions
The questions of whether or not K L n = Olog n o r K L n 6 = !log n for all L i n P h a ve been asked many times by di erent researchers studying apparently unrelated topics. In this section, we will gather some of these diverse results together.
P-Printability
A set L is P-printable if there is an algorithm that can list all of the elements of L =n in time polynomial in n. An immediate consequence of this de nition is that all P-printable sets are sparse and are in P. H o wever, it is suspected that there are sparse sets in P that are not P-printable. P-printable sets were de ned in HY84 and have been studied in many papers; for further information see Boo92 . It was shown in AR88 see also HH88 that L is P-printable i L is in P and K L n = Olog n.
Many of the papers that consider P-printable sets ask if every in nite set in P has an in nite P-printable subset. It is an easy observation that a set L in P has an in nite P-printable subset i K L n 6 = !log n. Furthermore, it was observed by Russo see AR88 that sets in NP are similar to sets in P in this regard: every set in P has an in nite P-printable subset i every set in NP has an in nite P-printable subset. Rephrasing Russo's observation in terms of Kolmogorov complexity, w e get:
The property o f h a ving an in nite P-printable subset was called tangibility" in HR90 . It was studied there as a very weak notion related to a concept known as ranking. As there are other connections with ranking to explore, let us consider ranking more closely.
De nition9. Let L be a language. The function de ned by rank L x = kfy 2 L : y xgk is known as the ranking function for L. Here, denotes lexicographic order.
If L has an easily-computed ranking function, then there is an e cientlycomputable bijection from L onto the natural numbers; each element o f L is mapped to its rank in L. This bijection may be thought of as mapping each element o f L to a compressed" representation. If L contains only a small fraction of the words of each length and has an easily-computed ranking function this clearly places bounds on the Kt-complexity o f a n y string in L. Ranking functions were rst studied in GS91 in connection with data compression. Other material on ranking may be found in All85, BGS91, BGM90, Huy90a, HR90 . A n umber of classes of sets including the unambiguous context-free languages GS91 have been shown to have easy ranking functions.
If L has an easy ranking function, then a simple binary search procedure enables one to quickly locate the lexicographically least element o f L =n . I t t h us follows that any such L has K L n = Ologn. Thus all the classes of sets shown in All85, BGS91, BGM90, Huy90a, GS91 t o h a ve easy ranking functions are also classes of sets with low K L complexity.
It is worth noting, however, that the class of sets in P with low K L complexity is somewhat larger than the class of sets with easy ranking functions. For example, it is not hard to see that if L is a context-free language, then K L n = Ologn. The proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 4 in AR88 ; see also All85, Huy90b . However, it was shown in Huy90a that if P 6 = PP there are context-free languages that have hard ranking functions. As another example, it was shown in Huy90a that if every set in NTIMElog n has an easy ranking function, 4 then P = PP, although Gore has observed Gor90 that K L n = Ologn for all L 2 NTIMElog n. On the other hand, Huynh's techniques Huy90a can easily be used to prove that there are sets S 2 coNTIMElog n with K S 6 = Ologn unless K L n = Olog n for all L 2 P which i s t o s a y, unless all NE predicates are solvable in exponential time.
Invertibility
Note that nding an element o f L =n is roughly the same as computing a sort of inverse of the characteristic function of L, L ; the aim is to nd a string in a certain range that is in ,1 L 1. In All85 a n umber of classes of automata are exhibited that compute only easy-to-invert functions.
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If L is a language accepted by a n y machine in one of these classes, then K L n = Ologn.
The connection to invertible functions was stated more precisely in AW90 .
It is shown there that K L n = Ologn for all L 2 P i e v ery honest function f : ! 0 computable in polynomial time is weakly invertible. 4 In order to consider sublinear running times, the Turing machine model considered here has an index tape" allowing the machine to access a given input position in unit time. This model is commonly used when using the Turing machine formalism to characterize circuit complexity classes. 5 In a related result, some of these same classes of machines were shown in KGY89 to be unable to compute pseudorandom generators.
6 A function f is honest if jfxj is polynomially related to jxj; f is weakly invertible if there is a function g computable in polynomial time such that fgx = x for all
Generation
In work originally motivated by the problem of generating test data for heuristic testing and evaluation, Sanchis and Fulk SF90 de ned the notion of a polynomial-time constructor PTC for a language L, which is a routine running in polynomial time that on input 1 n either produces an element o f L =n or announces that L =n = ;. Clearly, i f L has a PTC, then K L n = Ologn, and if L is in P, then L has a PTC i K L n = Ologn. Additional work dealing with constructors is reported in Huy90b .
It is noted in SF90 that most natural" sets of interest in practical situations are easily seen to have PTCs. Thus sets L in P such that K L grows rapidly seem to be somewhat unnatural" but note that such sets must exist, unless E=NE.
Pseudorandom Generators
A pseudorandom generator is an e cient algorithm that takes a short input the random seed and produces a long pseudorandom output. A pseudorandom generator is secure if the output produced passes all feasible" statistical tests for randomness. Pseudorandom generators are the object of much study in the theory of cryptography; an excellent i n troduction to the theory of pseudorandom generators may be found in BH88 .
There are many di erent w ays of formalizing the hypothesis secure pseudorandom generators exist", depending on the particular notion of statistical test being used, and depending on the desired degree of security". In this overview, we will try to present material on an intuitive level; the reader is invited to consult the cited references for more precise de nitions.
For the purposes of this section we will use the de nitions of Yao82 . A statistical test is a language L in P poly that is, a set accepted by a possibly nonuniform family of polynomial-size circuits. For each input length n, the probability that L contains a random input of length n is simply kL =n k=2 n .
If a pseudorandom generator f takes inputs of length n and produces output of length pn, then the probability that L contains a pseudorandom input of length pn i s kfy 2 =n : fy 2 Lgk=2 n . The generator f will be said to pass the statistical test L if for all polynomials q and for all large n, the probabilities that L contains random and pseudorandom strings of length pn di er by a t most 1=qn. If f passes all statistical tests in P poly, then f is said to be secure. That is, f is secure if the pseudorandom output it produces looks random" to all tests in P poly.
In All89a , it was shown that most ways of formalizing the hypothesis that secure pseudorandom generators exist have as a consequence that K L n grows slowly for all dense sets L in P. 7 For the purposes of this section, the following x in the image of f. 7 In the following, the density of a set L, denoted dLn, is the function given by dLn = kfL =n gk=2 n . A set L is said to be dense if for some k and all large n, i f L =n 6 = ;, then dLn 1=n k . That is, L is dense if it contains many strings of length n, i f i t contains any at all. Variants of Theorem 10 were used in All89a t o s h o w new inclusion relations among complexity classes, under various assumptions about the security of pseudorandom generators.
It is known that pseudorandom generators exist if and only if one-way functions exist that are hard to invert over a signi cant fraction of their range ILL89, H as90 . Thus the existence of this sort of one-way function implies that K L cannot grow too quickly for any dense set L in P. On the other hand, we s a w in the preceding section that the solvability of NE predicates was also equivalent to the existence of a certain sort of one-way function, and the existence of this sort of one-way function implies that K L must grow quickly for some sets L in P. T h us there seems to be some sort of trade-o concerning what notions of one-way-ness are mutually compatible; this situation is still only poorly understood.
Taken together, Theorems 6 and 10 motivate the question of whether or not there is any connection between the density of a set L in P and the rate of growth of K L n. That is, NE contains hard sets K L n grows quickly for some set L in P. Secure pseudorandom generators exist K L n grows slowly for all dense sets L in P. Since the left hand sides of these implications are often conjectured to hold, it follows that it is conjectured that K L n can achieve a faster growth rate if L is sparse than if L is dense.
Apart from observations such as these, there is little to guide one's intuition in questions concerning the K L complexity of sets L in P. In the following paragraphs, we turn to the study of random and generic oracles for help in hypothesis formation. 
Random and Generic Oracles
The study of random oracles in complexity theory was initiated in BG81 . There, among other results, it was shown that with probability one, P A 6 = N P A , relative to a random oracle A. More formally, i f w e consider a probability space of all oracles over the alphabet = f0; 1g, where for each string x the event x 2 A has probability one half and these probabilities are independent of each other, then the set of all oracles A relative to which P 6 = NP has measure one. Bennett and Gill observed in BG81 that for most complexity-theoretic statements C of interest e.g., for C equal to any of the statements P=BPP," P=NP coNP," etc., the set of oracles relative to which C holds satis es Kolmogorov's zero-one law see, e.g., Oxt80 Theorem 21.3. As a consequence, for statements C of this sort, either C holds with probability one or with probability zero, relative to a random oracle.
Bennett and Gill went on to conjecture that complexity theoretic statements that hold with probability one relative to a random oracle also hold in the unrelativized case. Although their conjecture has been disproved Kur83, HCRR90, CGH90 , it is at least true that the study of complexity-theoretic statements that hold relative to a random oracle provides an internally consistent w orld view, which sometimes seems useful in gaining intuition concerning the unrelativized case. 9 Thus we will examine the K L complexity of sets L in P, relative to random oracles.
An alternative to random oracles is provided by the notion of generic" oracles. Generic sets arise in set theory, logic, and computability, as examples of sets that simultaneously satisfy all properties that can be guaranteed via certain types of diagonalization arguments. They also arise from the use of Baire category to describe a topological notion of typical set," analogous to the measuretheoretic notion of randomness. The following paragraphs provide a brief introduction to genericity; the reader is encouraged to consult the cited references for more detailed discussions.
The fundamental notion of Baire category is the concept of a nowhere-dense set; a set C on the real line, say is nowhere-dense if it is full of holes" in the sense that for every interval I there is a subinterval J contained in the complement o f C. The classic example of a nowhere-dense set is the Cantor excluded middle" set; nowhere dense sets should intuitively be thought o f a s being small" in some sense. For our purposes, the nowhere-dense sets C we will be considering will be sets of oracles, and intervals correspond to sets of oracles, all of which agree on some nite initial segment. Thus C is nowheredense if for every nite oracle F , there is a nite extension F 0 F such that every extension of F 0 is in the complement o f C. This corresponds to the classical de nition e.g., as presented in Oxt80 , but for our purposes we will want t o require that the function called an extension function that produces F 0 from input F be describable in rst-order logic, or even be computable. A development along this line leads to notions of e ective and resource-bounded category see Meh73, Lut90, Fen91 . Let be a class of extension functions. Then an oracle G is -generic if G is not an element o f a n y -nowhere-dense set. Equivalently, G is -generic if for all extension functions h 2 , there is some nite oracle F such that hF is an initial segment o f G. Many diagonalization arguments can be modelled in terms of extension functions. For example, a typical diagonalization argument proceeds in stages, with F 0 = ; at stage 0, and then, given any nite oracle F i at the start of stage i, the argument shows how to build an extension F i+1 satisfying some property. That 9 A n umber of other papers discuss in depth the interpretation that should be given to results concerning random oracles. The reader is referred to KMR89, KMR91, Cai89, Boo91 .
is, the construction is the description of an extension function. Furthermore, if is a class of extension functions such as the class of extension functions describable in rst-order logic, the class of recursive extension functions, etc. and if G is -generic, then G satis es all properties that can be ensured via diagonalization arguments in . F or example, if is the class of recursive extension functions and G is -generic, then P G 6 = N P G 6 = coNP G because the standard diagonalization argument showing the existence of oracles satisfying this property BGS75 can be modelled in this way. Di erent notions of genericity for di erent classes h a ve been studied by Maa82, AFH87, Dow82, P oi86, BI87, Fen91 .
Observe that if 0 , then G 0 -generic implies G -generic.
In BI87 Blum and Impagliazzo promoted the study of complexity classes relative to generic oracles speci cally as an alternative to random oracles. They focused primarily on the notion of genericity that results when is the class of extension functions expressible in the rst-order theory of arithmetic; for the rest of this paper, generic" will mean -generic for this choice of .
As with random oracles, generic oracles o er a consistent w orld view, in that all reasonable" complexity theoretic statements C either hold relative t o all generic oracles or hold relative to no generic oracle. In BI87 , Blum and Impagliazzo make the case that generic oracles are perhaps more likely than random oracles to give correct intuition concerning inclusions among complexity classes; they prove a n umber of theorems to support this case. They also show that it will be impossible to determine if certain questions such a s P = N P coNP hold relative to a generic oracle, without rst solving some related questions in the unrelativized case. In fact, at the time of this writing, there is no statement C concerning inclusions among familiar" complexity classes that is known to hold relative to a generic oracle and known not to hold relative t o a random oracle, or vice-versa. Furthermore, the statements C that are shown in HCRR90, CGH90 to hold relative to a random oracle but to be false in the unrelativized case, also hold relative to generic oracles. That is, neither random nor generic oracles give reliable information about which statements hold in the unrelativized case.
The reader is certainly asking Then why consider random and generic oracles at all?" Our purpose here is to investigate the question of whether or not there is any relationship between the density of a set L in P and the upper bounds that one can prove o n K L . W e h a ve seen above that certain popular conjectures indicate that such a relationship does exist. We shall see below that relative to a random oracle there is in fact a very close relationship between the density of a set L in P and the growth rate of K L . On the other hand, relative to a generic oracle there is no such relationship at all. We leave the interpretation of these results to the reader; let us just mention here, however, that we conjecture that one of these extremes actually holds in the unrelativized case. That is, we believe that either there is a close connection between density and Kolmogorov complexity of sets, or there is no connection at all.
Theorem11. For a large class of functions f, r elative to a random oracle A: a L 2 P A =poly and d L n 1=fn K A L n log fn + Olog n. b 9 L 2 P A ; d L n 1=fn and K A L n log fn=5 , 2 logn.
That is, relative to a random oracle, sets L of density 1 =fn can have K L n n o greater than about logfn, and the bound is relatively tight. In the statement of this theorem, K A L is simply the function that one obtains from the de nition of K L , where the universal machine has access to the oracle A.
Proof. In order to prove part 1, it su ces to show that, for all 0, the set of oracles C has measure less than , where C = fA : 9L 2 P A =poly d L n 1=fn and 8c9 1 n K A L n logfn + c log ng.
The idea of the proof is to show that if a machine accepts very many strings relative to a random oracle, then we can nd some accepted string encoded" in the oracle, in the following sense. Given the numbers n and r, one can query an oracle about membership for the strings y 2 n +rn+1 ; y 2 n +rn+2 ; : : : ; y 2 n +rn+n ; where y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :is a lexicographic enumeration of . These n queries return n answers from the oracle, and these answers can be concatenated to form a string w that can be said to be encoded" in the oracle, with index hn; ri. T h us w has relatively low Kt-complexity, relative to the oracle. The actual encoding used will vary only slightly from this.
Let be given, and let D = log1= . In the following discussion, assume that M 1 ; M 2 ; : : :is an enumeration of polynomial-time oracle Turing machines, where M i runs in time n i + i.
De ne E i;n = fA : there is an advice" string z of length n i with which M A i accepts 2 n =fn strings of length n and does not accept any o f t h e fni + n + D strings of length n given by the characteristic sequence of A starting at 0 n i +i+1 g. That is, A 2 E i;n if the oracle machine M i , given some advice string z for the strings of length n, accepts many strings of length n, but nonetheless manages to avoid accepting any of the strings that are stored in the table" encoded by the oracle at position 0 n i +i+1 . Since the strings encoded in this table" can't actually be read by M i on inputs of length n because it doesn't have time to query the oracle about strings of that size, acceptance of each one of those strings occurs with probability at least 1=fn since M i is accepting at least a fraction of 1=fn of the strings of length n. It follows that each E i;n has measure at most 1 , 1 fn fni+n+D 2 ,i+n+D . T h us S i;n E i;n has measure less than .
Note that each of the fni + n + log strings of length n encoded in A starting at 0 n i +i+1 can be described relative t o A by the pair hn; ji for some j fni + n + log , and thus any such string has Kt A complexity bounded by Olog n + log fn + O1. Thus A 2 C implies there is some i such that for in nitely many n there is an advice" string z of length n i on which M A i accepts at least 2 n =fn strings of length n but does not accept any of the strings appearing soon after 0 n i +i+1 in the encoding given by A. T h us C S i;n E i;n . The result follows.
To see part 2, note that, with probability one, there is a set B in NTIME A 2 n that has no in nite subset in DTIME A 2 2 n,1 BG81, Gas87 . It follows that the corresponding NE predicate is immune with respect to DTIME A 2 2 n,1 ; and thus, as we observed earlier, with probability one there is a set C in P A with K A C n n=5 for all large n such that K A C n is de ned. Now let f be any easy-to-compute function of the form fn = 2 gn , and let L = fy : y = xz for some z 2 C with jzj = gjyjg Then d L n 1=fn, and K L n gn=5 , 2 logn. u t
In All89a , some hope is held out that it might be possible to show that there are relatively dense sets L in P poly such that K L n grows somewhat quickly. There would have been interesting consequences for the theory of pseudorandom generators, if such sets could have been shown to exist. The preceding theorem dashes these hopes at least as far as relativizing proof techniques are concerned, since the sort of bounds that All89a discussed the possibility of exceeding are exactly the bounds shown above to hold relative to a random oracle.
Theorem 11 shows that, relative to a random oracle, there is a very close relationship between the density of a set and the achievable Kt-complexity o f the simplest elements of the set. Next we shall see that, relative to a generic oracle, no such relationship exists.
Theorem 12. Relative to a generic oracle A, a There is set L in P A such that, for in nitely many n, d L n 1 , 2 ,n=2 and K A L n n=4. b For all in nite L in P A , K A L n 6 = !log n.
Thus, relative to a generic oracle, there are sets L that, for in nitely many n, contain many strings of length n, but only contain complex strings of length n. However, every in nite set in P A contains in nitely many simple strings.
Proof. Part 2 follows from a proof very similar to that of Theorem 2.7 in BI87 .
To see part 1, we let L be the generic oracle A itself. Thus, we need to show that, for a generic oracle A, there are in nitely many n such that d A n 1 , 2 ,n=2 , and K A A n n=4.
Let G be any nite oracle. Let n be chosen so that G has no string of length n or greater. For all strings w of length n=4, run M G u w for 2 n=4 steps, and let Q be the set of strings output or queried by M u during any of these computations.
Note that kQk 2 n=2 Let G 0 = G f x 2 n : x is not in Qg. By construction, G 0 contains many strings of length n, but contains no string of length n with Kt A -complexity n=4. It follows by the results and de nitions of BI87 that, since any nite oracle can be extended in this way, a n y generic oracle has the properties claimed in the statement of the theorem. u t Corollary13. Relative to a generic oracle, there is no pseudorandom generator that is secure against P poly adversaries.
Proof. It follows easily from the preceding theorem that relative to a generic oracle A there is a dense set L in P A poly such that K A L n n=4 for in nitely many n. The result now follows from Theorem 10. u t Although we turned to generic and random oracles in order to nd help in guiding our intuition concerning the likely behavior of the functions K L for sets L in P and P poly, the results of this section have given contrary indications. It is still far from clear how one might expect the K L complexity of sets L i n P t o behave.
Circuit Complexity
Recently, Kolmogorov complexity has been used as a tool in proving some new results in the area of circuit complexity; we will review these developments in this section. First let us present some basic de nitions. For more background on circuit complexity the reader is referred to the excellent exposition in BS90 .
A language L is said to be accepted by a family of circuits fC n g if each circuit C n takes inputs of length n, and for each x of length n, x 2 L i C n outputs 1 when given input x. The size of a circuit is the number of gates, and the depth of a circuit is the length of the longest path from input to output.
The class AC 0 is the class of languages that can be recognized by families of circuits of polynomial size and constant depth, where these circuits consist of unbounded fan-in AND and OR gates. Powerful combinatorial lower bound techniques have been developed in H as86 among others, showing that many very simple sets notably the set PARITY consisting of all strings with an odd number of 1s cannot be computed by constant depth circuits of such gates of less than exponential size.
Although AC 0 i s a v ery weak" complexity class in some sense, note that using the de nition given above, AC 0 contains nonrecursive sets. For example, there are nonrecursive tally sets, and every tally set is trivially in AC 0 . These pathological examples can be avoided by restricting our attention to uniform" circuit families: i.e., families fC n g such that the function n 7 ! C n is easily computable" in some sense. The issue of choosing the correct notion of uniformity for AC , it is natural to wonder if stronger separations of P and AC 0 can be proved. For instance, is there a set in P that has no in nite subset in AC 0 ? Such a set is said to be immune to AC 0 . In most cases in complexity theory, if a complexity class C 1 can be shown to properly contain a complexity class C 2 , then C 1 can usually be shown to contain a set that is immune to C 2 .
Somewhat surprisingly, it seems that it will represent a signi cant breakthrough if one is able to present a language in P or even in NP that is immune to AC 0 or to show that no such language exists. As we show below, these questions are very closely related to questions about the complexity of sets in E.
Note that if L is a P-printable set, then L is accepted by a family of constantdepth circuits of unbounded fan-in AND and OR gates fC n g where the function n 7 ! C n is computable in polynomial time. Call the set of languages accepted by circuits of this type P-Uniform AC 0 . It is not known if P-Uniform AC 0 = AC 0 ; the P-uniformity condition just described is much less restrictive than the uniformity condition of BIS90 . This is addressed by the following theorem: Theorem 14. , because E = S k k timen implies that E = DSPACEn = NSPACEn, as well as implying that the polynomial hierarchy collapses and is equal to PSPACE which in turn is equal to DTIME2 n O1 .
Recall that every NE predicate is solvable in exponential time if and only if every set in NP has an in nite P-printable subset. By the observations in the preceding paragraph, this happens only if every set in NP has an in nite subset in P-Uniform AC The hypothesis of this observation seems quite unlikely; S k k timen appears to be a small subclass of E, and they can be equal only if the polynomialhierarchy collapses. Assuming E = S k k timen t h us says that E is not very powerful" in some sense, and it seems di cult to imagine that exponential time could simultaneously be powerful enough to solve all NE predicates. Nonetheless, it is shown in AG91 that: Theorem 16. AG91 There i s a n o r acle relative to which all NE predicates are solvable in exponential time and E = S k k timen. Thus it would represent a signi cant advance at this time to show that there are sets in NP that are immune to AC 0 . The oracle construction in AG91 makes heavy use of the notions of time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity surveyed here.
Conversely, i t w as observed in AG91 that if P=NP, then there is a set in P that is immune to AC 0 because P=NP implies there is a set in E that is immune to S k k timen, and this gives rise to a tally set in P that is immune to AC 0 . Thus it will also be very signi cant if one can show that there are no sets in NP that are immune to AC 0 . 10 ktimen is the linear-time analog of the k th level of the polynomial-time hierarchy.
Conclusion
We h a ve studied one method of measuring the time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of sets, and we h a ve surveyed a number of applications of this measure to di erent topics in complexity theory. W e believe that functions of the form K L o er a useful way of visualizing the complexity of a set, and we hope that they will prove useful in more situations to come.
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